
IT WAS STAGED
IT WAS HUNG
IT WAS ART
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Hello. This publication is the culmination of Art 
Writing Summer School at Whitechapel Gallery 
18–20 August 2009. The pages you’re now 
reading were generated and edited by workshop 
participants, in collaboration with  
Maria Fusco and Francesco Pedraglio.

Workshop Participants:
Lauren Barnes
Genevieve Cast Browne
Emily Candela
Henrietta Cullinan
Janet Dowling
Sara Angel Guerrero-Rippberger
Katherine Hart
Sam Jones
Shaun Levin
Frances Loeffler
Ingrid Persaud
Teresa Schweiger
Miranda Sharp
Ilke Wiese

Art Writing Summer School was an intensive 
three-day event focussed on the production, 
reception and distribution of art writing. 
Participants were invited to consider and develop 
their own original writing in relation to three 
exhibitions at Whitechapel Gallery — British 
Council Collection: The Third Dimension, East End 
Academy: The Painting Edition and Live Forever: 
Elizabeth Peyton. 

The Summer School was led by Maria Fusco, with 
Francesco Pedraglio and Natasha Soobramanien.

Maria Fusco is Writer–in–residence at 
Whitechapel Gallery, 2009–2010.

Thanks to Jon-Ross Le Haye, Patrick Millner  
and Nicola Sim.

Layout design by Jon–Ross Le Haye.

WE’RE UNDER THE       CHAPS / ARE GILBERT AND      LIKE? / SHIT SEEMED NICE    

colliding colliding two paths colliding
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Colliding, colliding: four daisies colliding. If you step back a bit they become 
a cluster. Held random yes, but focal points of a shape with roots, stems. A 
suspension system that works. Move back some more and the clusters have 
boundaries. The daisies are kinetic. The boundaries are still green paths. The paths 
cut through. Daisies have been plucked. Someone walked on that path. 
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I am a transit van. I am painted white. Red electrical tape is stuck in the sign  
if a cross on my side. Approach with caution, the cross can snare. You can drive  
me anywhere. The door is open, keys are in the glove compartment. 
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/ GEORGE GEORGE SAYS PERIODICAL       / MAKE TWO SUCH GLASS      / WE’RE UNDER THE           CHAPS

Ikea Kings found tribal horn
Out in the street decorated with rubbish
A hollow treasure peeling paint
Echoing the king’s fall
Civilization and it’s waste

A Tony Cragg art print
is created by dissecting a found object
in the case: a horn
The imagery is designed by slicing through the fibers of the object
and more abstract forms in the imagery

An artist is peeling layers
Palimpsest is made of life and experience
It is a painful hard shell to take apart
She wants to unravel the years constructed
But the single wishes and ideas make her persona

The same yet turned, falling
Floating through space
Adjacent imprinted on the wall
A twin with a separate life 
Different and same simultaneously
Reflecting each other’s contradictions

The rusted tusk has contradictions 
Mirrored by 2D monotone graphite sketch
Framed constraints create boundaries
Skeletal, fragile, flash
Repelled shapes, remnants of civilization.


